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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be an ordinary differential f e d of characteristic 0, and let c(, /? be 
differentially gebraic over F. We wish to determine whether /I is a dif- 
ferential specialization of c1 over F. Provided one can find the minimal dif- 
ferential polynomial for o! in F{ y}, this is equivalent to determining 
whether a solution a solution of an algebraically irreducible differential 
polynomial P is in the general solution of P (a problem often known as the 
Ritt problem; [4, p. 1921) for the case that P is an ordinary differential 
polynomial in one indeterminate. This problem is studied here from the 
standpoint of valuation theory. It is by no means solved, but a partial 
generalization of a result previously known only for second order 
polynomials is obtained. (See the last wo paragraphs of Sect. 3 for other 
approaches to the Ritt problem.) 
2. NOTATION 
We use Q to denote the rationals, 3 to denote the integers, and % to 
denote the nonnegative integers. In any differential f e d the derivative ofan 
element x will be denoted by either x’ or 6x according to convenience. We
use t.d. for transcendence d gree. 
3. MORRISON’S THEOREM 
The starting point for our work is the following case of a theorem due to 
Morrison (see [5, corollary toProposition 91. For the form used here, see 
[3, Sect. 61.) 
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Let a, /3 be as in the Introduction. There is a differential specialization f
a to p if and only if there exists an element a* such that 
(1) a specializes differentially to a*. 
(2) There is a rank 1 valuation v of F(a* )/F which is also a differen- 
tial valuation and which is such that the associated place maps a* to /I. 
To say that a valuation p of a differential field extension G/F is also a 
differential v uation is equivalent to saying that the valuation ring of p 
and its maximal ideal are closed under derivation. For p of rank 1 this is 
easily proved to be equivalent o the monotone property: &apx, XE G 
[l, Sect. 51. 
With the aid of the monotone property one can see that it is often 
advantageous to use Morrison’s theorem to shift he Ritt problem from a 
question concerning specialization to one concerning valuations. Consider, 
for example, the differential polynomial P = (~JJ’)’ + (y”)‘. Note that by 
the low power theorem ( y’} is a singular component. It follows easily by 
Morrison’s theorem and the monotone property that 0 is not in the general 
solution of P. Note that the conclusion depends only on the power 
products effectively present in P. The stronger results described below 
involve the coefficients. 
Both the utility of Morrison’s theorem and the possibility ofstrengthen- 
ing it are also suggested by the much earlier work of Ritt [7, Part II] who 
solved the problem of determining whether an element is in the general 
solution of an algebraically irreducible second order differential po ynomial 
A in one indeterminate. (His solution provides an algorithm for this 
problem whenever F is such that the needed computations can be carried 
out.) A basic step is the demonstration that if 0 is in the general solution of 
A, then the general solution of A also contains a formal power series 
solution of a kind which. Ritt called a “y-solution”. Letting a denote a 
generic zero of the general solution of A, and putting /I = 0, the y-solution 
may be identified with a* and yields in an obvious way a valuation v which 
not only has the properties tated above in 2), but is also discrete. This 
suggests that one should attempt to strengthen Morrison’s theorem by 
imposing additional requirements on v. 
I began to follow this program in [3] by giving a purely algebraic proof 
of Ritt’s result on the existence in the second order case of a y-solution in 
the general solution (Ritt’s proof of this is analytic, The remainer of his dis- 
cussion, though carried out in an analytic setting, appears to depend only 
on algebraic ideas.) This proof begins with Morrison’s theorem and then 
strengthens it by showing that for a of second order over F, v may be 
chosen to be discrete. Finally it is shown (also for second order only) that 
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the existence ofa discrete valuation v which is also a differential valuation 
implies the existence ofa y-solution. 
In the present paper part of the strengthening ofMorrison’s theorem 
carried out for the second order case in [3] is generalized toarbitrary 
order. 
An important result needed in this paper is proved in [ 11. In [2] similar 
material is used to obtain a quite different result concerning the Ritt 
problem. 
After completion of the remainder of this paper a review of Ritt’s work in 
[7, Part II] showed that it is more closely related to my methods than I 
had previously realized. Indeed, the analytic portions of [7, Part II] fur- 
nish in essentials a proof of the case of Morrison’s theorem stated above 
with /I = 0 but without restriction on the order of a, though Ritt does not 
actually introduce the valuation v (see appendix for details). The algebraic 
proof following Morrison is more natural, clearer and shorter (though the 
length of Ritt’s proof is compensated in part by the fact hat some of the 
material is also needed for his algorithm.) Nevertheless, oneshould not dis- 
miss the possibility that further progress can be made by the analytic route. 
4. THE MAIN THEOREM 
The rest of this paper is devoted to a proof of the following result: 
MAIN THEOREM. Let F be an ordinary differential field of characteristic 
0. Let a be differentially algebraic over F and specialize differentially over F 
to /3 with t.d. F(a)/F-t.d. F(fi)/Fa 2. Then there exists a* satisfying 
(1) a specializes dtfferentially over F to a*. 
(2) There is a rank 1 valuation p of F(a* j/F which is also a differen- 
tial valuation and which is such that the associated place maps a* to fl, and u 
is of rational rank less than t.d. F( a )/F- t.d. F( j? >JF, 
Using Morrison’s theorem stated in Section 3 one sees that the main 
theorem is an immediate consequence of the following somewhat stronger 
statement. 
PROPOSITION. Let a be differentially algebraic over the ordinary differen- 
tial field F of characteristic 0, and let v be a rank 1 valuation of F(a j/F 
which is also a differential v uation. Let the place associated with v map a to 
/I. Suppose t.d. F( a j/F - t.d. F( fl )/Fa 2. Then there is a rank 1 valuation p
of F(a )lF which is also differential v uation with associated place mapping 
a to fl, and which is of rational rank less than t.d. F(a j/F - t.d. F( fi)IF. 
Remark. We remind the reader that by considerations i dependent of 
differentiation the maximal possible rational rank of a valuation of F(a)/F 
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with place mapping a to /I is t.d. F(a)/F- t.d. F<p)/F. [ 10, Corollary to 
Lemma on p. SO]. 
To prove the proposition we first discuss completions of field extensions 
(not differential field extensions) L/K with rational rank t.d. L/K. 
5. COMPLETIONS FOR VALUATIONS OF MAXIMAL RANK 
Let K be a field, K(u, ,..., u ) an over-field ofK with the Ui algebraically 
independent. Let v be a valuation of K(ul,..., u&K of rank 1 with 
vui = cri > 0, 1 < ig n, where the bi constitute a linearly independent set 
over Q, and K is the residue field of v. It will be shown that the completion 
under v (see [6, pp. 65-681 or [8, Chap. 2, Theorem 11) of K(q,..., u,) 
may be shown as a ring of formal power series. We shall use a vector 
notation using u’ for n;=, u:, and r - IY for C;= r ribi. Note that 
r * a = v(nl= 1 uy). 
Let S be the set of formal power series Cz i kiU’(i), kiE K, 
$0 = try) ,..., rt)) fz Z”, #lb. a < p). a( . . . ) and lim rti) * a = co. 
i-m 
We make the usual identification of series differing only by terms with coef- 
ficient 0.
Let a, b E S; a = Cz I a,/‘, b = c,z 1 bjusci). Since the sequences r(‘). a 
and s(j) -a are approaching co we have at once: 
Let m E 93. There exist only finitely many pairs (i, j) such that 
rci) * a + dj) - a < m. (*I 
Let F= (f(j); 1 Q i < co } be the subset of 3(") formed by the sums 
,U) + s(i), where ,W, p) are exponents in the series for a and for b respec- 
tively. Let G = {g (‘I; 1< i c cc } be the subset of 3'"' which is the union of 
the set of exponents of (I and the set of exponents of b. It follows from * 
and the linear independence of the aj that the f(‘) may be so numbered that 
f (l) *a < f (*) -a < - - - ; and then lim f ti) -a = cc. The g”) may evidently be 
so numbered that g(l) 9a < g(*). a * . * ; and then lim g”) . a = 00. We shall 
adopt these numberings. 
Let j(‘) E F. From * we see that there exist only finitely many pairs (i, j) 
such that r(‘) + s(j) = f (k). We denote the set of such pairs by T(k). Let 
C(k) = &,+~k) Uibj- 
tit gtk) E G. Let d(k) = h, ak + h2bk, where hl = 1 if gfk) is one of the rfi), 
hl = 0 otherwise, and h2 = 1 if gck) is one of the sI, h2 = 0 otherwise. 
We now define ub = xp= 1 C(k) d”, a + b = Ckm_ 1 d(k) udk’. It is easy to 
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see that ab and a + b are properly defined (i.e., the addition of terms with 
coefficient 0 toa and b changes ab and a + b only by addition of terms with 
coefficient 0) and are in S. It remains to check the axioms for a com- 
mutative ring. 
If X E S, X = Cz i XiUr(‘); n E 9l, we define .x = &,I. o G n x,u r(i’. Leta, b E S. 
Then ,,a, .b are finite sums by * and may be identified either with elements 
of S or of K(u). One obtains the same product, .u,b, and the same sum, 
nu + n b, with either identification. The following identities areobvious: 
n(na) = ?I@ n(nanb) = .(ab), 
n(nu + 2) = ,,(a + b). 
[Indeed, ,a + ,,b = Ju + b), but we shall make no use of this.] 
Let a, b, c E S. Let d = u(b + c), e = ub + UC. Let n E W. From the iden- 
tification with elements of K(u) we have ,&b + .c) = nun b + ,,a,,~. Using 
this and the identities of the preceding paragraph we find 
.d= .C4b + ~11 = .CLa)L(b + c))l 
= .C(,~hzLb + ~11 = .CnL~Mnb+ nc)l 
= .Cn&b + ~11 = nbnb + .wl. 
Also ,,e= Jab + UC) = .[,(ub) + .(a~)] = [ ( a b) + .(,a,,~)] = ” nn n 
n[nunb+.u,c]. Hence nd=ne. Since this holds for all no’%, d=e. 
Letf=u(bc), g= (ub) c, no%. Then J= .[,u,(bc)] = .[&,bnc)] = 
.Cn(na)n(nbnc)l = .CAWl = .[ILG) A Similarly, .g= 
.[(,u,b) “c]. Hence, f = g. The other axioms are obvious. 
It will be shown that S is a field. For later use we prove a related result: 
LEMMA. Let a E S, and let q ~‘3, q > 1. There exists cE S such that 
UC= 1. If K contains the qth root of the initial coefficient of a and if the 
exponents of the ui in each term of a are divisible y q, then there xists d E S 
such that dq = a. 
Proof. It is evidently sufficient to consider the case that 
u= 1 + 5 kizP, 0 < +l). c< p). 0 < . . . ) lim rCi) . cr = 00. 
i=l 
i-10 
Let a, = 1 + xi= 1 kiu’(‘), t = 1, 2 ,.... Using the multinomial theorem formally 
one obtains eries c, = a;‘. It is easy to see that the c, are in S. In fact, in 
the computation of the c, one obtains power products us(‘) ofthe uj, where 
~(‘1 = xi= 1 air(‘), with the n, E R. Since s(‘). c = xi= 1 n,(r(‘) . o , and each 
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I(‘). (T> 0, it follows from (*) first that a given s”) occurs only finitely many 
times, so that c, is defined, and second that for any m E R there xist only 
finitely many s”) with 4’). 0Q m, so that c, E S. Let b, be the sum of those 
terms of c, with valuation not exceeding r”). 0. Then every term of 1 - a,bt 
has valuation exceeding r(‘). C Furthermore, c and c,, i coincide through 
terms of valuation not exceeding ret’. (r, and therefore b,, , is the sum of b, 
and terms of valuation exceeding Y”). 0, but not exceeding r”+ ‘). CJ. It 
follows that there xists b E S such that for each t, 1 ,< t < co, b, is the sum 
of those terms of b of valuation at most rCr). CJ. Of course 1 - ab = 0. This 
proves the first part of the lemma, and the second part is proved similarly. 
It follows at once from the first part of the Lemma that S is a field. Since 
the elements of K[ui ,..., u,] may be identified as before with finite sums in 
S, the elements of K( ui ,..., u,)may now be identified with quotients ofsuch 
sums, so that we will consider K(ui,..., u,)to be a subfield ofS. 
EXAMPLE. (u, -u&i is identified with Cy=, u;‘u;-’ if a2>aI, but 
with -Et? i of- In;; if a1 > az. 
We define a valuation y * on S by 
y*a=r(‘) if aE S, a = f aid”‘, 
i= 1 
01 zo, 
r’l). a < r’2). a < . . . . 
It will be shown that S is complete under v. Let u,, u2,..., be a sequence 
of elements of S such that lim,, o. v(ai+ ,- a,) = co. This condition implies 
that for q E% there exists r(q) ~‘3 such that all ai, i> r(q), coincide 
through terms of valuation ot exceeding q. Let b, be the sum of these 
terms. Then b,, , coincides with b, through terms of valuation ot 
exceeding q. Hence, there xists b E S such that b, consists ofthose terms of 
b of valuation at most q, q = 1, 2,.... Then for i> r(q), v(a, - b) = 
v(a,-b,+b,-b) 3 min(v(ai-b,), v(b,-b)} >q. Hence b=lim,,, ai. 
This shows that S is complete under v. 
Let S* be the subset of S consisting ofseries with only finitely many 
nonzero terms. Then S* c K( U, ,..., u,). Since ach element of S is a limit of 
a sequence of elements of S*, S is the completion of K(u,,..., u,). 
Now let K be of characteristic 0, L a finitely generated extension of K, of 
transcendence d gree n, and v a valuation of L/K or rank 1 and rational 
rank n. 
There exist ui,..,, U  EL such that the vui are positive and constitute a 
linearly independent set over a. Let VU, = a,, 1 < i< n. The ui are 
algebraically independent over K. 
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Let N be the normal closure of L over K(u, ,..., u,). There exists uE N 
such that N= K(ul,..., u,;u ). Let v be extended to a valuation of N, and let 
T be the completion of N under the extended valuation. We continue to use 
v to denote the valuation of T. 
Let K* be the residue field of N under the valuation v. Now N is a finite 
algebraic extension of K(u 1 ,..., u,), and the residue field of K(u ,,..., u,)
under v is K as discussed at the start of this section. Itfollows by [lo, 
Chap. VI, Sect. 11, Theorem 193 that K* is a finite algebraic extension of 
K. Since the residue field of a field and its completion are the same [8, 
Chap. 2, Theorem 23 K* is the residue field of T. As shown in [ 11, T con- 
tains a field of representatives, thatis a field mapped isomorphically onto 
K* by the place map. We identify the field of representatives withK*. Then 
the residue field of K*(u ,,..., u,) is K*. 
Let S denote the subfield of T which is a completion of K*(ul,..., u,) 
under v. Since S(u) is complete [9, p. 2101 and N c S(u); Tc S(u). Hence, 
S(u) = T. Now N contains all conjugates ofu over L, and so T contains all 
conjugates ofu over S. Hence, T is normal over S. 
Since S is complete, S and T have the same residue field, and the charac- 
teristic of the residue field is 0, it follows from results of[ 10, Chap. VI] (for 
details, see [ 1, p. 1241) that the Galois group of T/S is abelian, sothat T 
can be generated by successive adjunctions ofradicals. 
Let x E T, xh E S. Adjoin vi, 1 < i < n, to S with u: = ui. Let a be the initial 
coefficient of the first nonzero term of the power series for xh, and adjoin to 
K* an element b such that bh = u. Extend v to K*(b)(u,,..., u,)by putting 
vui= oi/h. The completion of K*(b)(u,,..., u,)is a power series ring S1, for- 
med analogously toS but with coefficients i  K*(b). By the lemma, x E S1. 
We may write the elements of S, as series in fractional powers of Us,..., U, 
with common denominator h. 
Finally, since T is of finite d gree over S, we may use the procedure of 
the preceding paragraph repeatedly toobtain a ring of formal power series 
T,, with T c T, . More specifically, there is a positive integer d and a finite 
algebraic extension K, of K* such that T1 consists after the usual iden- 
tifications of all series Cz 1 kiur”‘, where 
(a) The ki are in K,. 
(b) Each r@) = (TV),..., rc)), where the #) are rational with 
J 
denominators dividing d.
(cl ru). d < 42). g < . . . . 
(d) Limi+co rci). fJ=CO. 
Of course, K1 is a finite algebraic extension of K. 
Let w E L be such that K(u, ,..., u ; w) = L. For convenience, we choose w, 
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as we may, so that VW = 0. Let the series representation of w as an element 
of T, be 
w= f w$p, (1) 
i= 1 
where gE Nu {co}, the wi are in K, - {0}, r(l) = (O,..., 0) and conditions 
(b), (c), (d) above are satisfied. LetP be the minimal polynomial for w 
over K(u, ,..., u,). We may choose P = C{= 0 ,4,X”, X an indeterminate, and
the Ai E K[u, ,..., u,] without common factor. We shall see how the rji) and 
wi are determined by P. 
For h c g put w = x:1,’ w#“)+ Wh. Substituting X+ Cf=: wi/ for X 
in P one obtains Ph =C/==, Ah,iXi, where the Ah,i are in K,[u:/~..., u!/]. 
Then X = Wh is a solution of P, = 0. 
We write P, as a sum of monomials in X and (fractional powers of) the 
ui. Say, Ph =C;il;"\ Pihusci.")XQh, wherePi,h~K1 - (O}, fi,h~N, 1 Q i<j(h), 
and each s(~,~)= (s’,“;),..., s(‘,“)); with the $“I in Q with denominators 
dividing d. We proceed asnwith the determination fPuiseux expansions. 
Writing Wh = whz/* + Z,,, with vZ, > r(*). g,we substitute WA into a term 
Pih~s(i,h)X'~~h of Ph to get 
VC);~ > m’i-h’ ’ (5. 
wj$Y (I.*’ + Ci,h ) where m(‘sh) = ~(~9~) + fi,hr(h), and 
Let mh = min(m’i~h’. a},let e(h) be the number of occurrences ofthis 
minimum, and choose the notation so that the minimum occurs for 
i = l,..., e(h). By linear independence of the ei over c1, m(‘3h) = 
mW’ = . . . = m(e(h)*h) = m, say. The coeffkient ofu@) must vanish when W, 
is substituted into P,,. This shows e(h) > 2, and gives the equation 
e(h) 
c P,,Wf;,h = 0.
i=l 
Collecting our earlier results we have relations for rch), 
p’+ t,,,r’h’ = ph) + t2,,r(h’ 
= ... =s (4hM) + fe(h),hr(h); e(h) b 2, 
(s(i,h) + ti,hr(h)). c > (~(~3~) + t,,,P)) .0, e(h) < i<j(h). 




We are going to replace v by a discrete valuation of L/K which will, in a 
sense to be made precise, approximate v. 
Let x1 ,..., x,;t constitute an algebraically independent set over L. Let si, 
1 < i < n, be positive rational numbers to be specified more precisely ater. 
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(They will be chosen to approximate the a,.) We write s for (si,..., s,). 
There is an isomorphism 4 from K(u, ,..., u,)/K to K(x, tSL,..., x,tSn)/K with 
&=xitsi, 1~ i<n. If z is a solution of Cc=, #(Ai) Xi= 0, then 4 extends 
to an isomorphism 4* of K(zQ,..., u,;w)/K= L/K onto K(x, F,..., x t”“; z)/K 
with 4*w = z. 
Because the oi are linearly independent over Q, if U, V are distinct 
power products of the ui with fractional exponents, then VU # vV. Hence, if 
the si are sufficiently close to the ci the following conditions are fulfilled: 
Let A4 be the union of the set of monomials of terms of the Ai 
and of the monomials /’ of 1 ), 1~ i < h. If x, y E M, then 
vx > vy if and only if deg 4x > deg ~JJ, where deg denotes degree 
in t. (5) 
For all a, b with 1 < a, b <j(h), 
(Pb + t,,br(h)). c > (sb,h) + fb,hr(h)). (T 
if and only if (6) 
(savh + t&rch)) ’ s> (sbvh + tb,,rch’) ’ s. 
Let Rh be the result of the substitution of the dui for the ui in P,,. It 
follows from (2), (3), (4) and (6) that a solution of R, = 0 has a Puiseux 
expansion zh beginning with #(w,&“)). It follows from (5) that z has the 
Puiseux expansion ti(c:=j wiuA’)) + z,,; that is, the first h - 1 terms of the 
expansion for z result by substituting xitsl for ui in the first h - 1 terms of 
the expansion for w. (If h> g, put zfi = 0, and replace h - 1 by g.) 
If b E K(x, f’,..., x, tSn; z), then b has a Puiseux expansion obtained from 
the expansion for z. Define Ib to be the degree of the first term of the 
expansion for b. Then 1 is a discrete valuation of K(x, f’,..., x, t”“; z)/K. 
Let a EL. Define pa = Ada. Then p is a discrete valuation of L/K. This is 
the valuation we are seeking. (Of course, II and ,U depend on h and the si, 
but we suppress this in the notation.) Itwill now be shown in what sense p
may be chosen to approximate v. 
We work with a pair p, q of elements of L with vp > vq. It will be shown 
that for h sufficiently large and the si sufficiently close to the oi, pp > pL4. 
We may assume p, q E K[u, ,..., u ; v], since if p = a/b, q = c/d, then for any 
valuation 2, zp 2 rq is equivalent to+ad) > r(bc). 
Choose h so that rCh). c> vp, and choose s sufficiently close to (T so that 
also r@). s > vp. (If g is finite, choose h > g, and make the obvious 
modifications i  what follows.) Writing p, q as polynomials in w with coef- 
ficients in K[ul ,..., u,], let p*, 
c;:,’ WilP. 
q* result from p, q by replacing w by 
Recalling that w has been chosen so that VW = 0, we see that 
vp = vp*, vq = vq*, pp = pp*, pq = pq*. 
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Let p* = C;“!!l ajug( q* =Cj(_4)1 biz?(“, with the ui, big K, - {0}, 
g (‘).g< gci). G, i= 2 ,..., j(p); A”‘. Q< A(‘). G, i= 2 ,..., j(q). Then vp* = 
g (I). CJ’, vq* = h(i). g. Now dp*, bq* result by replacing the u(‘) by the xiP in 
;: ;*. Choosing s sufficiently close to cr we may assure that g(l). s < gci). s,
’ ,..., j(p) and h”‘~s<h”‘~s, i=2 ,..., j(q). Then ,up*=A$p*=g”‘.s, 
pq* = /$$q* = h(l). s. Ifvp*=vq*, theng”‘.a=h”‘.a, and sog~‘~=h~‘~ by 
linear independence of the gi over Q. If VP* > vq*, then g(l). G > h(l). 6, and 
we may choose s so that g(l). s > A(‘). s. Then pp* > pq*. In either case, 
PP 2 WI. 
Let a~ K[u , )...) u,], a = c;= 1 aid’), with the USE K- {0), and the u(j) 
distinct power products of ui ,..., u,.Then pUa = min,{pu(‘)}. 
To prove this, let f denote mini{&‘)}. Substitute he xjt9 for the uj in a 
to obtain $a. From the u(~), 1 < i< r, one obtains terms involving distinct 
power products of xl ,..., x,. This and the algebraic independence of 
xl ,..., x, over K imply that the coefficient of tf in &I is not 0. Hencef is the 
lowest power of t occurring in terms of &z. 
7. PROOF OF THE PROPOSITION 
Let n = t.d. F(cr)/F- t.d. F(p)/F. We may assume that v has rational 
rank n, and it must be shown that there xists a valuation p as described in
the proposition. (It will turn out that with our assumption that v has 
rational rank n, p may be chosen to be discrete.) 
Let R be the residue field of v. Since by [ 10, Chap. VI, Lemma, p. SO] 
n < t.d. F( u j/F - t.d. R/F, R is algebraic over F( j ). 
Let P be the place associated with v. Let m = t.d. R/F= t.d. F(/S)/F. 
There exist z,,..., z, EF(a) such that Pzl ,,.., Pz form a transcendence 
basis for F( /I )/F. (One could use ct, a, ,..., a, _ 1 .) Let H = F(z, ,..., z,). (If 
m=O, let H=F.) Then t.d. F(ct)/H=n. 
Let A4 be the completion of F(a) under the valuation v. R is still the 
residue field. Then A4 contains a field of representatives, thatis, a field K 
such that the place P maps K isomorphically onto R. We may and shall 
choose K to contain H. [ 1, Sect. lo]. It is not claimed that K is a differen- 
tial field. Since t.d. KfF = m, K is algebraic over H. 
Let L be the compositum in M of F(a) and K. Then L is finitely 
generated over K and t.d. L/K = n. The extension of v to A4 contracts oa 
valuation (still tobe called v) of L/K which has rank 1 and rational rank n. 
We are therefore inthe situation fthe change of valuation procedure. 
There exist ui,..., U, EL such that the vui are positive and linearly 
independent over Q. Since L is algebraic over F(a), we may and do 
choose the USE F(a). Choose g,, 0 < i < m, in K such that Pgi = 8/I. Then 
P(6’ct - gi) = 0, so that ~(8% - gi) > 0. Since v has the monotone property 
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on F(a), vu: 2 vui, 1 < i < n. Finally, note that P(z:) = 6P(zi) ER, so that 
vz;>O=vzi, l<i<m. 
It follows by the change of valuation procedure that there xists a dis- 
crete valuation /J* on L/K such that 
(a) ~*u:>~*u~, l<i<n, 
(b) ~*z~>~*zi, 1<i<m, 
(c) ~*(#a-g,)>O, O<i<m. 
Let p be the contraction f,u* to a valuation of F(a)/F. Then ~1 is dis- 
crete. Itwill be shown that p has the monotone property, sothat it is also a 
differential valuation. 
Let D = F[z, ,..., z,], and let E=D[u,,..., u ]. Then F(a) is finitely 
generated and algebraic over the quotient field of E. Let XE E. It will be 
shown that fix’ 2 px. First, suppose xE D - (0). Since xE K- {0}, px = 0. 
By b), px’ 2 0. Now let x E E - {O}. Let x = C;= I xiu(‘), the xi E D - {O}. 
From pxi = 0, 1 < i< r, and the discussion concluding Section 6, px = 
mini{&‘)}. From (a) it follows that ~[G(x~u”‘)] >p(xiuCi)); and so 
px’ 2 mini{~[b(xju(‘))] } 2 px. 
It has been shown that p has the monotone property on E, and therefore 
on the quotient field of E. Since L is a finite algebraic extension of the 
quotient field of E, it follows from the proposition f[ 1, Sect. 111 that p 
has the monotone property on L. 
Let Q be the place associated with p and Q* the place associated with 
p*. It remains to show that F(Qa)/F and F-C p >/F are differentially 
isomorphic with QCX corresponding tofl. Since the minimal polynomial of /I 
over F is of order m, the differential somorphism exists provided 
F(Qa,..., Q(S’%))/F and F(b,..., cY/I)/F are isomorphic in the field sense 
with Sip corresponding toQ(&x), 0 < i< m. But by (c), Q(sia) = Q*g,, 0 < 
i < m. Since the gi are the representatives n K of the Sib, this proves the 
desired isomorphism. Therefore p has the properties required in the 
proposition. The proposition a d the main theorem have been proved. 
An examination of the proof shows that one can easily obtain a modified 
form of the proposition. 
COROLLARY. Let a, 8, v be as in the proposition. LetR be the residue 
field of v. If t.d. F(a )lF- t.d. R/F> 2, then there is a rank one valuation p 
of F(a)/F which is also a differential valuation with associated place map- 
ping a to B, and which is of rational rank less than t.d. F(a )/F - t.d. R/F. 
Proof: It may be assumed that the rational rank of v is t.d. 
F(a )lF- t.d. R/F. Let q = t.d. R/F. One proceeds just as in the proof of the 
proposition except that in place of z~,..., z, one chooses yl,..., ys EF(a) 
such that Py, ,..., Pyqform a transcendence basis for R/F. 
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APPENDIX 
We may divide [7, Part II] except for preliminary and concluding sec- 
tions and examples into three parts as follows: 
(A) Sections 21-66 study formal power series olutions called “y- 
solutions” of an algebraically irreducible differential po ynomial F of 
second order. They provide an algorithm for determining whether there is a 
y-solution i the general solution of F and material for use in later sections. 
Though carried out in an analytic context, this work appears to be purely 
algebraic and so applicable over any differential f e d of characteristic 0. 
(B) Sections 68-82 use analytic methods to obtain results which will 
be discussed below. Though they are written for differential polynomials of 
second order, the order is actually irrelevant. 
(C) Sections 83-85 combine A and B to show that if F is an 
algebraically irreducibly differential po ynomial of second order with 
meromorphic oefficients, thenthere is a y-solution i the general solution 
of F if and only if 0 is in the general solution. Itfollows that the work of A 
provides an algorithm for determining whether 0 is in the general solution. 
It will now be shown that the work of B provides a proof of the case of 
Morrison’s theorem stated in Section 3 above provided /I = 0 (or, 
equivalently, B lies in F) and F consists offunctions meromorphic is some 
region of the complex plane. (This restriction may be removed by Seiden- 
berg’s “Lefschetz principle for differential algebra”.) 
Ritt called an expression 
v = f VkYkl’, 
k=O 
where r E W - (0) and the coefficients vi are functions of the complex 
variable x analytic atsome point a of the complex plane a y-expansion. For 
definiteness we hall call it a y-expansion at a. We shall call k/r the degree 
of the term vkyk”. Let vk have a zero of order h at a. Then the term vkyk” 
will be said to have order h (cc if vk = 0). 
Let V=(u,, vZ,... ) be a sequence of y-expansions at a. (The integers 
corresponding tor of (A.l) may vary.) The sequence V is said to converge 
to 0 if given any pair (t, s) of positive numbers there xists g E R such that 
no ck with k > g has a term of degree less than t and order less than s. Sup- 
pose V does not converge to 0. Consider the set of all pairs (t, s) of positive 
numbers for which no such g as just described exists. Let T be the set of 
first elements of such pairs. Ritt calls the greatest lower bound of T the 
characteristic of V. If Y converges to 0 the characteristic of V is defined to 
be co. We write r( I’) for the characteristic of V. Ritt defines [7, Sect. SO] 
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the circumstance under which a characteristic is tobe called strong. The 
characteristic co is always strong. 
If V has a strong characteristic and W is a subsequence of V, then 
r(V) = I( W) and the characteristic of W is strong. 
We shall denote by p(V) the least upper bound of the characteristics of 
subsequences of F’. Ritt shows in [7, Sect. 803 that I/ contains a sub- 
sequence I’* with strong characteristic p( I’). 
The addition and multiplication of y-expansions ata is to be defined as 
usual for formal sums. We also define for u as in (A.l), (&@x) = Cp=O 
(4ldx) yk” and, if D contains no non-zero term of positive d gree less 
than 1, av/ay = ckm_ 1 (k/r) vkyCk-‘)“. These are y-expansions. 
Let iJ=(ui, u2 ,... ), W=(wl, w2, . ..) be sequences of y-expansions ata. 
Rittdefines U+ W=(u,+wl, u2,+w2 ,... ), UW=(uIwl, uzw2 ,... ), XJ/ih= 
(aul/ax, &,/ax,...), and&Y/ay = (au,/ay, au,/@,...) provided no ui contains 
a nonzero term of positive d gree less than 1. It now follows from the work 
of Sections 79 and 81 of [7] that 
(a) p( U+ W) > min(p( U), p(W)), with equality if p(U) # p(W). 
w wmd am 
(c) p(U) Q 1 + p(aU/ay) if aU/iYy is defined: and equality holds if no 
Ui with i large contains a nonzero term of degree 0. 
(d) duW=du)+~(W. 
Statements (a), (b), and (c) are readily seen to hold with p replaced by r. 
The statements a given then follow at once. Statement (d) is proved by 
Ritt with p replaced by r provided U and W have strong characteristic, 
Then (d) follows as given above. 
Let K be a differential f e d of functions meromorphic at a. Let FE K{ y} 
be algebraically irreducible. (In[7] F is assumed to be of order 2, but the 
order is irrelevant in the sections towhich we are now referring.) Let0 be 
in the general solution of F and let Z be the prime differential ideal con- 
sisting ofall polynomials in K{ y} vanishing on the general solution of F. 
Let k E K. Then k may be regarded as a y-expansion at c1 with first term k 
and remaining terms 0. We may now identify k with the sequence (k, k,...) 
of y-expansions ata. 
Let S be the set of sequences of y-expansions ata. Let R be the subset of 
S consisting ofsequences of y-expansions with no nonzero term of positive 
degree less than 1. Then R is a ring extension of K under the operations 
and with the identifications defined above. Let VE R be such that no y- 
expansion of V contains a term of degree less than 1. We introduce a dif- 
ferentiation into R as follows: Let WE R. Define IV’= (aW/ax) + 
V(a W/ay). With this definition R becomes a differential ring extension of K. 
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Let GeK(y}. Then V may be substituted into G to obtain a sequence 
G( V) of y-expansions, and G( V’) EK{ I’}. 
A principal result of the analytic onsiderations in Ritt’s paper [7, 
Sect. 731 is that a and V may be chosen so that for all GE Z, p(G( V)) = co. 
We assume henceforth at a and V are so chosen. 
Let J be the set of Win K{ V} which are such that p(W) = co. It follows 
easily from (a), (b), (c), (d) that Jis a prime differential ideal of K{ V}. Let 
I’* be the coset V+ J in K{ V}/J = K{ I’* }. Then I’* annuls every 
polynomial in I. 
We have so far merely rewritten part B of [7]. The proof of the theorem 
stated in Sect. 3 (with /I = 0) follows quickly. Choose F to be the minimal 
differential polynomial of K{ y} with solution cc Let I’* be as above. Then 
c( specializes differentially to V* over K. A map p* from K{ V* } to the non- 
negative real numbers and co is defined as follows. Let W* E K( I’*}. Then 
W* = W+ J, WEK{ V}, Let p*( W*) = p( W). It follows from (a), (b), (c), 
(d) that p* extends to a rank 1 valuation v on K( I’*). vis also a differen- 
tial valuation, and v( V*) >O. Let CY* = V*. Then v and c1* satisfy the 
requirements ofthe theorem. 
It is interesting to note that Ritt used the analytic portions of his proof 
only in the crucial case that the y-solution number [7, Sect. 251 is finite 
and equals the integer m defined in [7, Sect. 561. In all other cases the low 
power theorem or the algorithmic procedure itself and a few obvious 
considerations suffice to show that 0 is in the general solution only if 
a y-solution isin the general solution. See the last three paragraphs of 
Section 56 and the last paragraph of Section 87 of [7]. 
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